Time-resolved measurement of internal conversion dynamics in strong-field molecular ionization
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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Strong-field atomic ionization plays a crucial part in high-harmonic generation as well as the production of attosecond pulses [1–5]. In recent years, strong-field molecular ionization has drawn significant interest as a probe of molecular structure and dynamics [6–9]. In both cases, excited states of the system can be Stark shifted into resonance by the strong field of the laser pulse, leading to significant enhancement of the ionization yield [10–16]. While resonance-enhanced ionization involves only electronic dynamics in atomic systems, it is more complicated in molecules due to the possibility for coupled electronic and nuclear dynamics and a breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [17–21]. Time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (TRPES) provides detailed information about these nonadiabatic dynamics because the photoelectron spectrum identifies the ionic state, which is correlated with the neutral state on which the wave function is evolving. The work presented here serves as a bridge connecting strong-field molecular ionization with TRPES [22, 23].

In our previous work studying CH2IBr, we found that vibrational dynamics and nonadiabatic transitions following resonant excitation of the neutral molecule could be suppressed by using laser pulses with a duration shorter than the vibrational period [24]. By making the pulses sufficiently short (<10 fs), we were able to "freeze out" the nuclear motion, preventing population transfer via nonadiabatic coupling, resulting in ionization to only a single state of the cation. For longer pulses, the nonadiabatic coupling between neutral excited states led to internal conversion during the ionization dynamics, resulting in the population of multiple cationic states, each of which was Dyson-correlated [25] with a specific excited neutral state of the molecule [26–28]. However, if the pulse duration was comparable to or longer than a vibrational period (>20 fs), internal conversion and ionization could occur during the laser pulse, but could not be time resolved and separated.

In order to facilitate a discussion of the dynamics addressed in this work, we consider a simplified picture based on the potential energy curves of the neutral shown in Fig. 1. This picture is based on our earlier calculations and measurements [24, 29], which indicate that an excited neutral (Rydberg) state (R1), correlated with the first excited state of the cation (D1), comes into resonance during the laser pulse. The reaction coordinate in this picture is the CH2 wagging mode, which was found to be the only one for which there was significant displacement of excited state minima at the Franck-Condon (FC) point, and crossing between states facilitating nonadiabatic transitions. As discussed above, probing the dynamics with ionization by a short laser pulse (<10 fs) would then suppress nonadiabatic transitions and lead to the population of a single ionic state, D1, with a single peak in the photoelectron spectrum (top inset of Fig. 1). Ionization of the wave packet at later times leaves time for nonadiabatic transitions to other electronic states (R1 to R3 at C1 followed by R3 to R0 at point C2). The electronic states R3 and R0 are correlated with states D3 and D0 of the cation, respectively, and thus the nonadiabatic dynamics in the neutral molecule can lead to the population of multiple states of the cation as the population in R3 and R0 is ionized (middle and bottom insets of Fig. 1).

The previous results and the picture described above indicate that the wave packet dynamics involve nonadiabatic coupling and internal conversion in a fraction of the vibrational period. Now, we use pump-probe spectroscopy to not only gain access to this time scale, but also to decouple the excitation and ionization. We explicitly follow these nonadiabatic dynamics with the pump-probe pulse pair, each with a duration less than 10 fs, during which vibrational dynamics are largely frozen, and internal conversion is suppressed.
In this work, the pump pulse drives multiphoton excitation to the neutral excited state, \( R_1 \), at the FC point and launches a vibrational wave packet since the pump pulse duration is shorter than a vibrational period of the \( \text{CH}_2 \) wagging mode. After resonant excitation, we time-resolve the coupled electronic and nuclear dynamics of the wave packet as it undergoes nonadiabatic transitions to different neutral excited states, using strong-field ionization as a probe. We measure the momentum-resolved photoelectron yield as a function of pump-probe delay, allowing us to see how the population is transferred between electronic states of the neutral molecule following excitation. The experimental results are interpreted with calculations of strong-field ionization which include vibrational dynamics on the neutral excited states as well as nonadiabatic couplings [24, 30].

Dynamics in the molecular cation have been studied in earlier publications [31, 32], but are not relevant to the current study since the photoelectron spectrum is not affected by dynamics in the cation following ionization [33].

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

To follow the dynamics described above, we developed a broadband acousto-optic modulator (AOM)-based ultrafast optical pulse shaper to conduct time-resolved measurements of the excitation and ionization using 10 fs pump and probe pulses [34, 35]. We produce pairs of few-cycle laser pulses with control over both the amplitude and phase as well as the time delay between the pulses. An important capability of the pulse shaper is that it allows for specialized tailoring and fine control of the individual intensities of the pulses. For short time delays between the pulses, for example, temporal overlap leads to a variation of the peak intensity with delay. To investigate dynamics which are sensitive to intensity and occur on time scales comparable to the pulse duration, we maintain a nearly-constant peak intensity for short time delays by adjusting the pulse amplitude at each delay (described in detail below).

To generate the shaped laser pulses, we begin with a modelocked Ti:sapphire oscillator and use an amplifier to produce 30 fs pulses with a central wavelength of 780 nm and more than 1 mJ per pulse at a 1 kHz repetition rate. Pulses with octave-spanning bandwidth (400-900 nm at the tails) are produced through supercontinuum generation in argon gas [29, 36]. To compress the pulses and produce durations of less than 10 fs, we use an AOM-based pulse shaper in a 4f geometry [34, 37] and perform a multiphoton intrapulse interference phase scan (MIIPS) to retrieve the optical phase [38-42]. Using the pulse shaper, we apply the phase correction retrieved with the MIIPS algorithm to produce compressed pulses near the Fourier transform limit.

The AOM-based pulse shaper itself consists of an anti-reflection coated fused silica modulator (Brimrose) and arbitrary waveform generator (Wavepond). The AOM has a peak diffraction efficiency of \( \approx 50\%\) for a 15 W, 7 \( \mu \)s pulsed RF (radio frequency) traveling acoustic wave around 150 MHz. Each of the two diffraction gratings in the shaper has an average efficiency of 50\%. Typically, the pulse energy input to the shaper is 160 \( \mu \)J which produces a diffracted, compressed pulse energy of about 25 \( \mu \)J. This is enough pulse energy to perform strong-field ionization experiments using several pulse parameterizations, including double pulses.

The pulses are focused inside a vacuum chamber to produce intensities of 10-15 TW/cm\(^2\). All of the experiments are performed with a base pressure of 2 \( \times 10^{-9} \) torr. We introduce the sample using an effusive molecular beam at room temperature with typical pressures of 1 \( \times 10^{-6} \) torr. The laser is linearly polarized in the plane of the detector for all measurements. Upon ionization, we measure photoelectrons which are accelerated toward the analyzer using a velocity map imaging (VMI) electrostatic lens.

The VMI produces a two-dimensional projection of the three-dimensional charged particle distribution which
can be measured with the MCP and phosphor screen [43]. The phosphor screen fluoresces producing a two-dimensional velocity distribution of charged particles which is recorded for each laser shot at 1 kHz with a CMOS camera (Basler acA2000-340km) capable of short exposure times (24 μs). We implement a fast computer algorithm to threshold and identify the coordinates of the centroid of each detected particle for each laser shot and save only these coordinates. With this information, we construct a synthetic VMI figure which is both background and noise free and is largely free from the non-uniformity of particle detection due to the spatial gain variation of the MCP (see insets of Fig. 2). The data are then inverse-Abel transformed using the BASEX method [44] and an angular integration is performed to produce the photoelectron spectrum. Although we present only photoelectron data, this detection system is designed for both ion and electron measurements and is described in detail in ref [45].

III. OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS AND PULSE CHARACTERIZATION

The experiments presented in this work involve a pair of high-intensity laser pulses which are produced by applying modulation to the amplitude of the RF pulse in the frequency domain as in Eqn. 1. In general, the programmed amplitude and phase of the RF are mapped to optical frequency by applying a mask function specifying the parameters as a function of the acoustic travel time of the RF pulse (see [46] for a review). This provides a control over the amplitude and phase of the laser pulse in the frequency domain. The resulting laser electric field, $E(\omega)_\text{shaped}$, is a product of the input field, $E(\omega)_\text{input}$, and mask function, $M(\omega)$, such that:

$$E(\omega)_\text{shaped} = E(\omega)_\text{input} M(\omega)$$

$$M(\omega) = \sigma(\tau)[1 + a e^{-i(\omega - \omega_L)\tau}].$$

Here, $a$ is the relative amplitude of the probe to the pump pulse, $\omega$ is the angular optical frequency, $\omega_L$ is the phase-locked frequency, and $\tau$ is the time delay. In this work, $a=0.8$ such that the probe is 80% the amplitude of the pump. An overall amplitude scaling factor, $\sigma(\tau)$, is used to control the pulse intensity as a function of pump-probe delay (described below). We keep $\omega_L$ fixed at the central frequency of the optical spectra (ω0) such that the field at frequency $\omega_L$ interferes constructively for all pump-probe time delays.

Given that the pulse shaper can produce an identical pair of phase-locked pulses, spectral interference can be observed in the frequency domain. Fig. 2 shows optical spectra for a pulse pair separated by 0, 12, and 30 fs delay. The double pulse spectrum shows interference fringes separated by $\delta\nu$, where $\nu$ is the optical frequency in THz. The time delay between the pulses, $\tau$, corresponds to the inverse of the spacing between maxima or minima in the spectrum, $1/\delta\nu$. Changes in the optical spectra are accompanied by changes in the measured photoelectrons with velocity map imaging. The insets of Fig. 2 show photoelectrons from the ionization of CH$_2$IBr measured with VMI for several pump-probe time delays.

An advantage of using the pulse shaper and applying the appropriate mask function to the pulse amplitude is that we can mitigate the variation in intensity when the pulse pair is separated by time delays less than the single-pulse duration. Pump-probe experiments using pulses of the same optical frequencies and polarizations typically suffer from optical interference near zero time delay. The pulse amplitudes are added coherently resulting in an increase in the peak intensity while the pulses are overlapped in time. As the strong-field ionization dynamics (including the Stark shifted resonance of R$_1$) are very sensitive to the intensity of the pulses, it is important to maintain a constant peak intensity for comparing measurements at different pump-probe delays. We are able to compensate for this intensity variation with an amplitude scaling function $\sigma(\tau)$ in Eq. 1. An example of this intensity compensation is shown in Fig. 3 where the photoelectron yield from the ionization of water is plotted with and without compensation (scaling). The yield is 10-20 times higher with no scaling applied in the first
FIG. 3. Photoelectron yield for the ionization of H$_2$O with 10 fs pulses. The amplitude of the pulses at several delays are shown for Gaussian pulses. For two pulses each with peak amplitude 1, the peak amplitude at zero time delay is the sum of the individual pulse peak amplitudes and the intensity is $2^2 = 4$. Thus, to maintain a constant peak intensity, the total amplitude can be divided by the peak amplitude at each time delay. (insets) (top) Double-pulse intensity profiles for two equal pulses for 0, 15, and 30 fs delays with no compensation (scaling factor) for the increased peak amplitude when the pulses are overlapped. (bottom) Intensity profiles when a peak amplitude scaling factor is applied ($\sigma(\tau)$ in Eq. 1).

10 fs when the pulses are largely overlapped. Once the scaling is applied (see inset of Fig. 3), the yield is nearly constant for short time delays where there is significant pulse overlap.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 4 shows the photoelectron spectra (PES) as a function of pump-probe delay for strong-field ionization of CH$_3$IBr with a strong pump/weak probe scheme. We note that while the probe pulse is weaker than the pump, neither interact with the molecules in the weak field limit. The measurements depend on the intensity of the pump and probe pulses, but we found qualitatively similar results for intensities within 20 % of the intensity used to make the measurements shown in Fig. 4. Each photoelectron spectrum in Fig. 4 is the result of a VMI measurement taken at a pump-probe delay time in 2 fs increments up to 40 fs. The PES are calculated for all electrons (all angles in the VMI) and normalized to the total number of electrons detected (total electron yield). This results in the photoelectron spectrum per electron as a function of delay.

There are three main peaks in the PES which correspond to the production of low-lying states of the cation, namely D$_0$, D$_1$, and D$_3$. The neutral states R$_0$, R$_1$, and R$_3$ are Dyson-correlated with the low-lying ionic continua D$_0$, D$_1$, and D$_3$, respectively [27, 28]. The assignment of the peaks in Fig. 4 has been carried out in previous work and verified with electron-ion coincidence measurements [47]. The expected energies of the photoelectrons can be found from the energy conservation equation:

$$E_{kin} = nh\nu - I_p - U_p$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $h\nu$ is the photon energy of 1.66 eV, $I_p$ is the ionization potential (9.69, 10.26, and 11.12 eV for D$_0$, D$_1$, and D$_3$, respectively), and $U_p$ is the ponderomotive energy, given by: $U_p = e^2I/2\epsilon_0m_c\omega^2$, where $I$ is the peak laser intensity and $\omega$ is the angular frequency of the laser. The ponderomotive potential is estimated to be approximately 0.5-0.7 eV based on previous work [24, 29]. For multiphoton ionization involving a total of $n=7$ photons (5+2 given the intermediate resonance with R$_1$), the peaks can be assigned as: D$_0$ at 1.1-1.2 eV, D$_1$ at 0.6-0.8 eV, and D$_3$ at 0.3-0.3 eV as indicated by the shaded regions in the top of Fig. 4.

The 2D plot in Fig. 4 (bottom panel) shows the evolution of the ionization as a function of delay time. Line-outs of the PES at several time delays are also shown in the top panel. Near zero time delay, the dominant peak in the spectrum is D$_1$ at 0.8 eV, with a small contribution from D$_3$ and D$_0$. The ionization to D$_3$ continues to increase for delays between 5 and 15 fs. During this time, ionization to D$_1$ is decreased. At 12 fs, ionization to D$_3$ reaches a maximum and is the dominant contribution, while D$_0$ and D$_1$ are roughly equal to each other. However, as the delay time is increased beyond 15 fs, the contribution from ionization to D$_3$ is decreased. Around 15 fs, the ionization to D$_0$ begins to increase and remains for delays up to 40 fs. For longer pump-probe time delays of 30 fs or more, D$_1$ again becomes dominant, though the amplitude is now more comparable to both D$_0$ and D$_3$.

V. SIMULATION

In order to interpret the experimental findings and test the basic picture of the nonadiabatic dynamics outlined in Fig. 1, we model the strong-field ionization with numerical integration of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation using potential energy curves based on ab initio electronic structure calculations as described in our previous work [24, 48]. This model includes both vibrational dynamics in one dimension (CH$_3$ wagging mode), as well as nonadiabatic coupling between the multiple intermediate neutral states [49]. The simulations are performed using laser parameters (intensity, central frequency, and pulse duration) based on experimental values. A pair of 10 fs pulses, with a probe pulse 80% the amplitude of the pump pulse, and a peak intensity of 12 TW/cm$^2$ are used. For simplicity, the multiphoton coupling between
the ground state and $R_0$ and $R_3$ are set to 0 so that only $R_1$ is coupled to the ground state, as suggested by our earlier measurements.

Fig. 5 shows the results of the simulation in comparison with the experimental data. The experimental PES at each time delay are integrated over the shaded energy regions of Fig. 4 resulting in a yield for each ionic state. Then, the yield for each state is divided by the total yield for each delay. Each curve is then normalized to its maximum for comparison. The final populations on the various ionic states are plotted in top of Fig. 5 to compare to the experimental data. These populations are the yields of emitted electrons corresponding to the different ionic states in which the molecule is left behind.

The simulation and data show qualitatively similar results. Initially, the dominant contribution to the photoelectron yield is from ionization to $D_1$, followed by $D_3$ and then $D_0$. The yield of $D_1$ is decreasing in both simulation and experiment, while the yields of $D_3$ and $D_0$ are increasing. In the simulation, there is a peak in the $D_3$ yield at 14 fs and in the $D_0$ at 23 fs. These peaks occur at slightly later times than the experimentally measured 12 fs for $D_3$ and 16 fs for $D_0$. Both figures show a relatively sharp peak for $D_3$ and a broader, long-lived peak for $D_0$.

This agreement with experiment confirms our interpretation of the internal conversion dynamics and indicates that, indeed, the measurements are able to separate excitation and ionization and the nonadiabatic molecular dynamics in between.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we followed nonadiabatic molecular dynamics involved in strong-field molecular ionization by making use of a pump probe pulse pair produced by an ultrafast optical pulse shaper. Our measurements confirm that nonadiabatic dynamics can play an important role in strong field molecular ionization which involves intermediate resonances and can lead to the production of multiple states of the molecular cation.
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[25] By Dyson correlation we refer here to the norm of the Dyson orbital, which is a one-electron function formed by taking a projection of an N-1 electron ionic wave function onto the N-electron wave function of the neutral molecule. A neutral and ionic state are correlated if the norm of this Dyson orbital is large, corresponding to electronic states which have very similar electronic configurations.